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Taboo starts reviewing: sultry fiction short stories for women (11 book bundles + 2 additional standalone stories) (Daddy, Step Brother, Alpha Male, Taboo, Collection) sultry, yes. Story... Well. But the story was certainly sultry and not so taboo. Some of this is biased because I generally don't get into
ménage stories. Indeed, if one person cares about sharing another, it will not be the subject of discussion. Otherwise, it's just desire. There's nothing wrong with desire, but you can't call it romance at all. Anyway... I didn't really care most of the stories, so it was good that this book was free. They were full
of sex but lacked a lot in content. I was Le Steamy. Story... Well. But the story was certainly sultry and not so taboo. Some of this is biased because I generally don't get into ménage stories. Indeed, if one person cares about sharing another, it will not be the subject of discussion. Otherwise, it's just
desire. There's nothing wrong with desire, but you can't call it romance at all. Anyway... I didn't really care most of the stories, so it was good that this book was free. They were full of sex but lacked a lot in content. I left dissatisfied. Intended pun. ... For those who love to read books with two or more
lovers. This group argues, more [close] for those who love to read books with two or more lovers. This group discusses all combinations of polyamortic relationships. You will be asked to confirm this when requesting 18 years + participation to participate. Opinions on this site are diverse and sometimes
directly polarized. Disagreements must be addressed with respect. Limit the discussion to books and ideas, not people. 2,805 members, hangouts for fans and authors of gay taboo erotica five days before the last active - because there is no love like family. The 20-member Kylie Reese Samuels Dark
romance  who last appeared four years ago. Chat monkeys, Juliet, and come to your favorite dark readings. ... The more [close  Kylie Reese Samuels Dark Romance Group. Chat monkeys, Juliet, and come to your favorite dark readings. Well-received authors are welcome. There are no
promotions. We discuss books and have fun in this free-natured group! 4 members, last active 2 years ago Littles, where adult babies and age-loving people come and talk about your favor^_^s. I'm a little proud^_^. 1 member, last active 6 years77 77 1-50 showing 1-50 of 580 showing 1-50 of 344
indicating 1-50 of 13,358
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